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From the inescapable grip of life threatening diseases and infestations are born SNAKE OIL products!
A few facts

- Trees and all plants can contract and die from incurable diseases
- Trees and all plants can be infested with hard to treat insects
- No plant will not tolerate conditions they are not adapted to tolerate
- There are many abiotic conditions that limit growth or kill plants
- Poorly adapted plants require more inputs
Horticulture is:

- Growing trees
- Trial and Error
- Success and Failure
- Health and Death!
- Diagnostics
- Pruning
- Pest Management

- Killing plants
- Science and experiment
- Innovation through research
- Observation
- Logic
So many products!
PRODUCTS

- Marketing does not equal research
- Not all products are required to be researched for their efficacy
- Pesticides must submit efficacy research data prior to registration
- Fertilizers, growth stimulators, activators, hormones and vitamins require no efficacy testing
- Water treatment devices
Snake Oil

- A product that makes unsubstantiated claims of efficacy in the cure of a disease, ailment or problem.
- There really was a pure snake oil sold to treat all sorts of human ailments. The term has been expanded to include any product whose claims seem way out of proportion with actual effects.
Science Based

- The most persuasive snake oil products are based on a sound principle of science or scientific fact.
- The science is often bolstered with copious amounts of jargon.
- Many products are ambulance chaser products and follow after natural disasters or pest outbreaks.
Works on a new Principle

- May be a fabrication of the snake oil purveyor or
- May be yet undiscovered active ingredient
- A clear explanation of how the active principal works is rarely given or explained.
Research Based

- Some products make extensive research claims. Usually none are published in peer-reviewed journals!
- In-house and contracted third party research is not a substitute for University trials and research.
- Some products refer to University research but never mention that the research found no effect from the product.
- Sometimes outright lies are purported on the basis of fraudulent research.
- Old studies are cited by emeritus researchers that have no bearing on the current product.
It’s Too Good To Be True

- So it probably is not true.
- There are no miracles folks!
- If the scientific community has not found a cure for a pesky disease, it is unlikely that a small private company will cure the pandemic disease problem that has stopped everyone else.
- If they do, I want to be reading about it in Science News!!!
What makes a bogus product?

- No efficacy
- Lack of active ingredient
  - Not there or deactivated
- Too many claims for broad sweeping effects: growth, yield, kills pests, etc.
- The ingredients confound one another
  - Mycorrhizae/fertilizer combinations
- Claims exceed realistic expectations
Bogus Products

- Polymers, growth activators, hormones, vitamins, fertilizers, worm castings, composts, compost teas, nutrients.

- Since none of these is a pesticide, there are no EPA, CAL EPA efficacy testing protocols required for registration, thus the claims can run to the extreme.
Composts are always good?

Coffee grounds compost

peatmoss amendment
Vitamin B-1

Discovered to be essential to plant growth by Cal Tech Plant Physiologist James Bonner in the early 20th Century. Later Bonner retracted all claims for the product.
Product Claims

Claims can be hyperbolic!
Research is often old, not replicated or published
Question: who applies hormones and vitamins to plants in their native habitats?
Bogus products are confounding

- With five active ingredients + fertilizer...
  - How do we know what worked or if anything worked?
- Some cocktail products couch their efficacy in the synergy of all the ingredients. If everything is balanced just so....
- When external factors unbalance the cocktail then....
  - Of course the product will not work, so we need to have an excuse for unsatisfied customers and a way to encourage continued use of the product.
Fear Factor

- Snake oil products exploit our natural fears of toxic chemicals, heavy metals and pesticides.
- All natural remedies, non toxic, “organic”
- When there is no “cure” for a difficult disease snake oil products provide “hope”!
- Horticultural laetrile!
Snake Oil Services

• Snake oil as a concept can also involve selling advice or services
• Seminars often bolster the proposition
• Snake oil salesmen can “peddle” anything even advice!
Pseudo-Scientific Zealots

Most people are fairly ignorant of:
- Soil chemistry
- Soil microbiology

Therefore…. We can exploit that ignorance to devise products or services that appeal to that which we don’t understand yet still intrigues us!
Soil Follies: Mycorrhizae

- Sound science establishes the basic requirement of mycorrhizae for all plants.
- Poorly growing plants on infertile soils are greatly benefited.
- Some plants are protected from root rot.
- By extrapolation Mycorrhizal inoculants will cure diseases, revitalize declining trees and quadruple growth and establishment rates.
Pinus strobus seedlings without (left) and with (right) forest soil inoculation
Most Roots are mycorrhizal

- Mycorrhizal roots are stubby and are often prolific
- Some mycorrhizal roots may be swollen or appear to be covered in fungal mycelium.
- Some mycorrhizae increase the branching of roots systems.

Gingko biloba
Endomycorrhizae
Ectomycorrhizae  Surrounded by a fungal mantle the Hartig net
Root morphology

- Is varied depending on the host and its mycorrhizal affiliate
- Nodules, odd branching characters or no distinguishing morphology except a lack of hair roots.
Mycorrhizae play a role in soil aggregation

- Glomalin
- Mycorrhizal colonization of roots leads to aggregated soils
- Soils with greater porosity have lowered risk of root rot
The rhizosphere

- As a concept it varies depending on how you study it.
- From 10um to a few mm from the root
- The biology and chemistry near the root are very different than that of the bulk soil
Mycorrhizae play a role in disease control

- Linderman and Paulitz, 1990
- Mycorrhizal hyphae select for bacteria that produce antibiotics that regulate fungal pathogens in the rhizosphere.
About ½ of tested products had **viable** inoculums!

Soil Follies: biological control of plant diseases

- Baker publishes landmark Biological Control text in 1980’s
- Many studies show that various fungi will control pathogens in-vitro and in greenhouse studies
- Despite repeated failures in field settings products continue to be marketed to control various diseases in field soils without good field-based research data.
- The fact that many biological control fungi naturally occur where pathogens are worst is ignored.
Biocontrol of soil-borne pathogens

- Many mulch fungi are hyperparasites.
- *Trichoderma*, *Gliocladium*, *Pennicillium* etc.
Healthy vs. Not

- (1) Root health is the product of microbial activities in the rhizosphere, and above-ground plant growth is a reflection of the health of the root system.

- (2) Root disease is rare in natural ecosystems, due to microbial support systems in the rhizosphere soil associated with roots.
  - Bob Linderman, 2005 LDS
Roots

• Roots are often dark or melanized. Melanin is a protective chemical that reduces microbial attack.
• Annual emergence of young roots indicates their health.
• “Skinning” the root with a pocket knife will assure you that they are not decayed.

Roots of Prunus spp.
Trichoderma Products
Phosphorus Acid Follies

- Phosphorous acid is the active breakdown product of Aliette fungicide.
- Phosphorous acid does not supply phosphorus to the plant as a fertilizer (Adaskaveg et al. Plant Disease).
Phos. Acids

- Phosphorus acids have become popular “fertilizers” for control of root rot in many cropping and ornamental plant growing areas
- Are they all alike?
- How do they compare to Aliette for root rot control?
P. Cinnamomi control with phosphorus acids

Uninoculated control  Inoculated control  Fosfite™ drench
Effect of various phosphorus acids on root rot control.
Soil Follies: Soil Food Webs

- Soil ecology takes center stage as the next microbiological fad.
- Balancing of fungi and bacteria in soils is said to assist in crop management.
- Again sound science underpins the ecology
- The extrapolations to plant benefits are all suppositional.
- Research is not published that establishes the basic concept but consulting services are sold aggressively by progenitors of the concept and of the basic lab work necessary to generate services!
Food webs are a complicated set of relationships between thousands of organisms.
Soil Food Web cont.

- Plant disease control promised without an understanding of the basic tenets of plant pathology.
  - Emphasis is placed on microbial communities but not on inoculum concentration/density
  - Broad generalizations are made about control of pathogens without regard to the biology of the pathogen involved.
Horticultural Urban Legends debunked

- Rocks in the bottom of a planting hole will not make drainage.
- A tree tightly staked will not make a strong trunk.
Figure 3. Tree roots are relatively shallow but grow two to three times as far as the branches.
Horticultural Urban Legends debunked

- Nursery stakes are not an integral part of the early life of newly planted trees.
- Nor will they support life if you cut the stem out and create an air gap!
Horticultural Urban Legends debunked

- PVC tubes in a U shape do not let tree roots have more oxygen.
- Nor do they place water where the tree needs it.
Once trees outgrow the tubes then what?
Horticultural Urban Legends debunked

- Surface applied mulches do not suck the nitrogen from underlying soils.
- Fertilizers are not required for most landscape trees, shrubs or herbaceous plants.
Horticultural Urban Legends debunked

- Surface applied mulches do not suck the nitrogen from underlying soils.
- Freshly chipped trees as mulches will add nutrients in proportion to their depth of application.
Horticultural Urban Legends debunked

- Nutrient balancing does not cure diseases
- Incidence of “heavy metals” does not cause widespread disease in landscape ornamental plants.
- Copper toxicity is not rampant
- Zinc Toxicity is not rampant
Root Barriers—Don’t!

• Over the long term, root barriers provide little help preventing the incidence of invading surface roots.
• They can predispose trees to failure.
Other Tree Myths

• There is little or no evidence that microbial products will cure the decline of geriatric shade trees!
• To avoid decay in trees, prune more frequently but make smaller cuts
• A cut on one tree is the same as on another it just depends on how it is made!
Horticultural Urban Legends debunked

- Pruning trees does not make them grow more!
- Pruning is a growth inhibiting process
- It is also a bud invigorating process so all kinds of growth can appear after a severe pruning event.
- Transplanted trees do not need compensatory pruning
How much to prune?

- Pruning removes photosynthetic machinery necessary for carbohydrate production.
- Old trees should have very few “green” branches removed.

From Alex Shigo: A New Tree Biology
From Manion, Tree Disease Concepts 1991

**PREDISPOSING**
- Genetic potential
- Age
- Viruses
- (interacting with)
- Climate
- Soil factors
- Air pollution

**INCITING**
- Insect defoliation
- Frost
- Drought
- Salt
- Air pollutants
- Mechanical injury

**CONTRIBUTING**
- Bark beetles
- Canker fungi
- Root-decay fungi
Some Plant Pathology Myths

- Over watering does not cause disease
- A healthy plant is not “immune” to attack from a virulent pathogen
- Diseases are easily cured with the right control method
- Fungicide resistance is not as prevalent as insecticide resistance
- Diseases are easy to spot and see!
Symptoms
Disease Signs
Disease

- Biotic
- Abiotic
Earth transport + compaction
Flooding is deadly if *Phytophthora* is present in the soil.
Root Collar inspections are necessary for trees (always)
Products come and go based on their need in the marketplace and their effectiveness.

Marketing can sustain a poor product or let a good one languish.

Published, peer-reviewed, independent third party research that establishes efficacy is usually available for effective products.

There is much voodoo in horticulture avoid practices that are not supported by research.